GET TUNGSTEN CARBIDE CROWN CUTTERS

Nothing is Better!

Industrial shredding machines in carpet recycling facilities work endlessly to shred pad, carpet, and carpet scraps. The carpet fibers and the debris found in them create an extremely abrasive environment. These conditions will quickly wear out standard steel crown cutters, limiting productivity, increasing downtime, and creating all sorts of maintenance and production headaches for the plant operator. **WE FIXED THAT!** Good Earth Tools has engineered the highest performance Crown Cutters to extend the life of the shredder and greatly increase material throughput. You need your shredder running reliably for long hours, and we make it happen! Good Earth Tools Tungsten Carbide Crown Cutters are engineered and manufactured right here in the USA!

“GET TUNGSTEN CARBIDE CROWN CUTTERS SAVE TIME AND MONEY”
THE CHALLENGE:
One carpet recycler was experiencing incredible wear issues and lost production on their shredder. They were getting approximately two weeks of run time out of each steel crown point on the cutter. **WE FIXED THAT!**

THE SOLUTION:
Good Earth Tools engineered, built, and tested a new wear-resistant Tungsten Carbide solution. After six months of continuous production, the shredder has gone through 15 crown points on the standard steel crown cutters. Meanwhile, the Good Earth Tools Crown Cutters have maintained a sharp cutting point and have not yet needed to be turned even once!

THE RESULTS:
**An astonishing improvement of 1,000% and climbing!**

- Good Earth Tools developed the toughest, most reliable engineered bit in the industry!
- Good Earth Tools Tungsten Carbide Crown Cutter Bits last up to 15 times longer than standard steel bits (based on customer experience).
- Increased cutter efficiency from engineered Tungsten Carbide Crown point geometry with positive rake and zero drag features.
- A high-quality shred is maintained with four indexable Tungsten Carbide Crown points for maximum life.
- Increased production, reduced downtime, reduced maintenance costs, and higher profit margins!

SEE WHAT WE CAN DO FOR YOU!
**CALL US TODAY!!**

SEE IT IN ACTION!
[www.goodearthtools.com/crowncutters](http://www.goodearthtools.com/crowncutters)